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ABSTRACT
We present a fully automatic segmentation pipeline for pulmonary vasculature segmentation. The approach is based on
the automatic extraction of the lung intraparenchymal vasculature using scale-space particles. Scale-space particles are
designed to provide a efficient sampling of an image space in
search of features that can be described by the Hessian matrix.
Our algorithm is fully unsupervised and did not make used of
the training dataset.
Index Terms— Scale-space, vessel segmentation, pulmonary vasculature
1. INTRODUCTION
We present a technique for automatically extracting vessel
location and caliber within the lung parenchyma based on
scale-space particles [1]. Scale-space particles leverage the
well-known theory of linear scale-space to localize features
described by the Hessian. Unlike previous approaches, our
technique has the unique ability to directly sample the vessel
centerline and provide vessel size by exploiting the relationship between scale and physical radius. This is achieved in
a computationally efficient framework inherent in the particle
system. Our approach was fully automatic and unsupervised
and did not make use of the provided training datasets. Scalespace particles have been previously published in [1] and the
basis of this segmentation algorithm will be also presented at
ISBI 2012 [2].

2.1. Pre-processing
Our segmentation approach only looked for vasculature
within in the lung parenchyma based on the provided lung
masks. Each lung mask was split in left and right lung by
means of connected components. For those cases where
there was one single component, the masks were manually
disconnected using 3D Slicer.
Our initial step was to crop the original CT lung volumes
in left and right lung to perform the analysis independently.
For each lung side, case VESSEL 01 was filtered with a median filter of size 3 × 3 × 3 to reduce non-gaussian noise. The
rest of the cases remained unfiltered. The intensity values
outside the lung region were set to 0.

2.2. Feature sampling based on scale-space particles
We detect vessels as intensity ridge lines, using the ridge line
definition of Eberly [3] as a point where the gradient is orthogonal to the two Hessian eigenvectors associated with the
smallest (most negative) eigenvalues λ3 < λ2 . Within the
context of our particle system, points are moved onto ridge
lines by repeated Newton optimization, which is completed at
every energy-minimizing iteration of the particle system. To
ensure that vessels of all radii are detected, we initialize the
particle system with a uniform sampling of particles across
the four-dimensional domain (three spatial axes and one scale
axis) within the seeding mask.

The segmentation approach consists of four stages: preprocessing, feature sampling, post-procesing and probabilistic segmentation image computation. In the next sections, we
will describe those stages in detail and the parameter selection
that was used for the challenge.

In the following discussion, fCT (x) denotes the CT
dataset, σ represents the scale dimension, and f (x, σ) =
G(x, σ) ∗ fCT is the linear scale-space decomposition of
fCT , where G(x, σ) is a Gaussian kernel at scale σ. We denote the eigenvectors of the Hessian, Hf (x, σ), at sampling
location x and scale σ as v1 (x, σ), v2 (x, σ), and v3 (x, σ).
The eigenvalues are denoted λ1 (x, σ), λ2 (x, σ) and λ3 (x, σ).
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The particle system solution is computed iteratively to
minimize the system energy, which is a sum of inter-particle
energy and energy associated with a particle’s location within
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{(xi , σ)|i = 1, ..., N } is the set of N particles, Ei is the
image-particle energy term, Eij is the inter-particle energy,
α is a blending factor, and Π(σi ) is the plane spanned by the
eigenvectors e2 (xi , σi ) and e3 (xi , σi ). Upon convergence of
the minimization, the system achieves a dense and uniform
feature sampling across both scale and physical space. The
image-particle term for vessel centerline extraction is defined
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be large at the vessel centerline locations. The inter-particle
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We have used two energy functions for this study: Φ1 and
Φ2 . Φ1 is designed to repel particles in both scale and space
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is a quartic polynomial with a potential well at distance x = w to create some attraction and generate a compact
packing of the particles. The second energy term, Φ2 , that we
have employed attracts in scale while repelling in space
Φ2 (r, sn ) = (1 − β)Φq (r)W(s) + βΦs (sn )W(r)
where Φs (sn ) = W(sn )s2n and W(x) =

1
1+( b x )2n

(3)
is a

cut

Butterworth filter-like function of order n = 10 and cut-off
bcut = 0.7 to localize the energy response in scale-space.

image-particle energy term to capture strong airway features.
The scale-space parameters employed in this stage are: Eij =
Φ1 , w = 0.7, α = 1 and β = 0.7. The system was run for 70
iterations.
Step 2. The resulting particles are used to initialize a second particle system that pulls the particles to the scale of maximal strength. The parameters for this stage are: Eij = Φ2 ,
α = 0 and β = 0.5. The system was run for 20 iterations.
Step 3. The final stage redistributes particles to allow for
a good feature sampling. The parameters are: Eij = Φ2 , w =
0.7,α = 0.25 and β = 0.25. 70 iterations are used. At the end
of this stage the gradient and the Hessian are sampled at the
particle spatial location and scale and are stored as attributes
for that point.
During the minization process, particles are removed
when the strength of the ridge line feature (as quantified by
the middle Hessian eigenvalue λ2 ) falls above a pre-specified
threshold that depends on image contrast. This threshold has
been set to λ2 > −20 for all cases. The interparticle distance
was set to be 0.8 mm.

2.3. Post-processing
The resulting particles from the scale-space stage described
in the previous section are further refined in this stage. First,
the particles are thresholded based on the hessian attributes.
Particles with either λ2 > −10 or hmode < −0.25 were discarded. hmode is the mode of the hessian matrix [4] and gives
information about the shape of the hessian based on the relation between the eigenvalues. After this initial thresholding
stage, the particles are connected based on proximity in both
scale and space, and direction similarity (defined by the hessian eigenvector corresponding to λ1 ). Groups with less than
5 particle points are also discarded.

2.2.1. Initialization
Before running scale-space particles, the image was deconvolved to be able to compute the Hessian by convolving the
image with the analytical derivatives of a fifth-degree, C 3
continuos, polynomial approximation filter [1]. A seeding
mask was obtained by an upper threshold of the original image with value -600HU. We also pre-blurred the deconvolved
image with a bank of discrete Gaussian kernels with 10 scales
uniformly distributed in the range σ = [0, 6] pixels. This
range captures the common sizes of the vessels that are found
in the lung parenchyma.
2.2.2. Implementation
Vessel centerline extraction based on scale-space took place
as a three stage process as described below.
Step 1. An initial scale-space particle system is run to
sample the vessel across their scale extent while applying the

2.4. Probability segmentation image
The native representation of our approach is a collection of
particle points. Each point has associated the scale for that
particles and the hessian eigenvectors and eigenvalues from
the image at that scale. In order to produce a probability segmentation image, we sampled a mixture of Gaussians where
each particle point was capture by a gaussian distribution oriented along the eigenvector corresponding to λ1 , e1 . The
standard deviation along e1 , σz was set to be the inter-particle
distance. The standard deviation in the plane orthogonal to
e1 , σxy , was set to be σxy = r(xi ) where r(xi ) is the estimated radius for the particle
p point xi and its computed from
the particle scale as r = (2) ∗ σopt (xi ) where σopt (xi ) is
the particle scale in mm. The gaussian associated with each
1
particle point was modulated by hmode (xi ) 8 .

execution time (pval < 0.001). In general, the right lung is
larger than the left side and carries a higher blood volume
explaining the longer execution time of our approach given
that the complexity of our approach is a linear function of the
number of particles.
3.1. Challenge results

(a)

The evaluation for the submitted cases is shown in Table 1.
The optimal threshold was 5, where the probability image
was quantized an unsigned char image with values between
0 (probability=0) to 255 (probability=1).

(b)

Fig. 1. Illustrative example for the resulting particle points of
for case VESSEL12 08: (a) left lung, (b) right lung.
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Fig. 3. Execution time for each case and each lung side

3. RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the resulting particles for the left and right
lung for VESSEL12 08 as an illustrative example of the typical output produced by our algorithm. The particles are represented as a spherical glyph scaled by the estimated vessel
radius. Figure 2 shows the computed probability vessel ma
for the same case.
Figure 3 shows the execution time for each case and
each lung side on an Intel Xeon E7440 at 2.4GHz. The
mean execution time for each lung side is 73.57(±17.59)
and 61.78(±15.46) minutes for the right and left respectively. The maximum execution time was 133.33 minutes
for VESSEL 09 (right size) and the minimum execution time
was 28.11 minutes for VESSEL 06 (left size). The left side
execution time was statistically different than the right side

Fig. 2. Probability vessel probability map computed from particles points for case VESSEL12 08. Axial (left), coronal (center)
and sagittal (right) views.

Dataset
All Vessels/Non-vessels
VESSEL12 01
VESSEL12 02
VESSEL12 03
VESSEL12 04
VESSEL12 05
VESSEL12 06
VESSEL12 07
VESSEL12 08
VESSEL12 09
VESSEL12 10
VESSEL12 11
VESSEL12 12
VESSEL12 13
VESSEL12 14
VESSEL12 15
VESSEL12 16
VESSEL12 17
VESSEL12 18
VESSEL12 19
VESSEL12 20
Small vessels/Non-vessels
Medium vessels/Non-vessels
Large vessels/Non-vessels
Vessels/Airways walls
Vessels/Dense abnormalities
Vessels/Mucus-filled bronchi
Vessels in dense abnormality/Dense
abnormalities (Contrast scans only)
Vessels/Nodules (CAD)

Az
0.852
0.706
0.854
0.783
0.884
0.830
0.916
0.848
0.786
0.842
0.903
0.866
0.824
0.928
0.906
0.916
0.778
0.899
0.861
0.842
0.904
0.645
0.918
0.974
0.766
0.692
0.597
0.699

Specificity at optimal threshold
0.924
0.980
0.891
0.968
0.937
0.912
0.916
0.951
0.876
0.891
0.923
0.941
0.948
0.848
0.887
0.864
0.953
0.828
0.905
0.920
0.898
0.980
0.948
0.952
0.515
0.427
0.214
0.525

Sensitivity at optimal threshold
0.738
0.426
0.756
0.593
0.779
0.710
0.867
0.705
0.647
0.745
0.836
0.769
0.662
0.895
0.851
0.867
0.583
0.862
0.763
0.717
0.827
0.364
0.845
0.946
0.738
0.738
0.738
0.836

0.581

0.214

0.738

Table 1. VESSEL12 challenge results

